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HOME PROGRAM: Yes/No Questions – Simple #3 

Practicing tasks that address goals need to be conducted every day for positive outcomes. Patients performing 
home programs each day — allow for daily work toward goals. 
 
Instructions: Caregivers are too set a time aside each day, for about 10 minutes at least. If patients have 
difficulty with the first answer, caregivers should provide visual help with a head nod or head shake. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
“Let’s answer some question with ‘yes’ or ‘no.’”  
 
“Yes List      “No” List 
Is fun something people desire?    Are taxes something people like to pay? 
Is finishing a job important?     Is choking a good thing? 
Does a heart beat?      Do mice play cards? 
Are names something everyone has?   Are muscles always flexed? 
Do caves have openings?     Is math something everyone is good at? 
Is a tag something people pay for?    Do all people know how to swim? 
Do people get picked up in a car?    Are mistakes made on purpose? 
Can you open a box?      Is being careful always easy? 
Do triangles have three sides?    Are ships always at sea? 
Can dogs hear?      Are there only 40 seconds in a minute? 
Are detailed maps helpful?     Is it always easy to wake up? 
Is “welcome aboard” a phrase that is used?   Is coughing enjoyable? 
Is love something people seek after?   Is flying free? 
Is screaming a sport?      Are ceremonies always expensive? 
Do cats have tongues?     Is it fun to disappoint someone? 
Do countries surrounded in wars?    Is it normal to always burp? 
Can you measure with a ruler?    Is falling into a hole a good thing? 
Is it possible to hit a home run?    Are all smells pleasant? 
Do people dress up for a wedding?    Are hands a part of the leg? 
Are jokes funny?      Does every company have a uniform? 
Are traitors “good guys”?     Do movies go on forever? 
Is it polite to say “thank you”?    Do children grow up and move out? 
Do birds migrate?      Are all walls made of bricks? 
Do troops make up an army?     Is a tractor typically seen on a highway? 
Are there stars in the night sky?    Do people marry robots? 
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